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Picture Books

2022 Caldecott Honor winner!
HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A FLOWER?
By Shawn Harris

Incandescent and groundbreaking,
Have You Ever Seen A Flower? is a
trailblazing, enchanting portrait of the
vital relationship between childhood
and nature.
In this deceptively simple, deeply
profound story, one child experiences a
flower with all five senses: from its
color to its fragrance to the entire
universe it evokes. This book takes readers on a journey of new perspectives.
Looking at a flower teaches us to look at everything around us, to expand our
perception, and to question what it means to see and be.
Foreign sales:

• Chinese Simplified/CITIC Press
• Korean/Jiyangsa
• Portuguese (Portugal)/Jacaranda Editorial
Praise:

[A] stunning tour de force. . .”—The New York Times
“Have You Ever Seen a Flower? is an invitation to pause and imagine the
worlds around us and inside us. It’s joy, color and hopefulness will ignite the
imagination of anyone lucky enough to experience its magic.”—BookPage,
starred review
“With assurance and passion in his solo debut, Harris (A Polar Bear in the
Snow) connects readers to the stirrings of life in all its forms.”—Publishers
Weekly, starred review
Also available:

Published March 2020
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Published September 2017
Foreign sales: French, Italian, Korean

Published September 2018
Foreign sales: Greek,
Korean, Spanish
Illustration by Brooke Boynton-Hughes from Heart String
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MAURICE

Picture Books

By Jessixa Bagley

FISH AND CRAB
By Marianna Coppo

Fish and Crab are always there for each other!
When it’s time for bed, Crab is ready to go to
sleep, but Fish is still wide awake, wondering . . .
What was that noise? What if aliens abduct us
as we sleep? What if . . . so many things! At
once relatable and reassuring, the latest picture
book by acclaimed author-illustrator Marianna
Coppo (Such a Good Boy) shows the youngest of
readers that it is okay to embrace the full spectrum of our feelings—not just at
bedtime, but anytime. Even the biggest worries and “what ifs” are easier to cope
with—and move on from—when someone you love and trust is there to listen.

For Maurice, a busking dog in Paris, music is
everything. Every time he closes his eyes and
puts paw to accordion, the streets become
concert halls, and passersby his audience. But
it’s not just the music that makes playing special:
it’s the community he plays for . . . until the
world changes its tune. When people on the
street stop taking the time to listen to him play, his music slowly begins to fade.
What can we do when “new” becomes “old”? This is a story about who we are,
what we’re passionate about, and how we act in the face of great change.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 241 mm, 52 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 500 words, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 450 words, Spring 2023

ODE TO A BAD DAY
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED AFTER
SCHOOL . . .
By Davide Cali, Illustrated by Benjamin Chaud

Henry and Ali want to get their homework
done—they really do! But first, there’s a spaceship jam. Then there’s a detour to the moon, a
Mars alien exploration, and a stop on the
gravity-defying International Space Station! How
are they supposed to study the solar system
when they seem to be swept up in an endless
series of interstellar surprises? From I Didn’t Do
My Homework Because . . . author-illustrator
team Davide Cali and Benjamin Chaud comes another fast-paced, actionpacked, entertaining tale about striving to get homework done, whether you’re
in—or out—of this world!

By Chelsea Lin Wallace, Illustrated by Hyewon
Yum

An Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No
Good, Very Bad Day for today’s kids. Some days
the world just seems to be against you. From
chores to brushing teeth to simply being bored,
the small things can pile up and put you in a
terrible mood. With its playful rhyme and a sense
of humor everyone can relate to, this picture
book offers a lighthearted, poetic synthesis of what it feels like to be a kid
experiencing the drama of bad day—and to realize that even bad days will be
better tomorrow . . . right?
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 254 x 244 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 500 words, Spring 2023

Unjacketed hardcover, $12.99, 152 x 203 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, 400 words, Spring 2023
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STEAM TRAIN AROUND THE WORLD

IF YOU WERE A CITY

By Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by AG Ford

By Kyo Maclear, Illustrated by Francesca Sanna

Through the darkness, clickety-clack, rolling on a
magical track . . . Whoo! Whoooo! As shooting stars
go passing by, a train heads up!—into the sky. In this
sequel to the New York Times—bestselling Steam Train,
Dream Train, the crew is headed around the world—
to visit friends and deliver joy in a magical variety of
landscapes, from the arctic to a rainforest to a coral
reef! The bestselling author and artist behind so many favorite Construction Site
books offer a nighttime train journey made of the sweetest dreams.

If you were a city, how would you be? So begins
this poetic and vividly illustrated picture book
about the nature of individual personalities.
With a playful text and a thoughtful message, it
celebrates the beautiful diversity of our world by
connecting the uniqueness of its places with the
people who live in them. Wild, gritty, bookish, or buzzing—if YOU were a city,
how would be?
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 279 x 229 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 200 words, Fall 2022

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, 719 words, Spring 2024

CONSTRUCTION SITE: FARMING STRONG,
ALL YEAR LONG
By Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by AG Ford

There’s work to do! No time to waste! All year the
farm’s a busy place! Six hardworking trucks—
with help from the farm vehicles—have work to
do in each of the seasons: planting in spring,
building a barn in the summer, harvesting in fall,
and finally tucking the animals in for a cozy
winter. Construction enthusiasts will love this
look at a farm through the seasons and all the rough, tough work there is to do!
Sherri Duskey Rinker and AG Ford—the author-illustrator team behind the New
York Times bestsellers Construction Site on Christmas Night, Three Cheers
for Kid McGear!, Construction Site Mission: Demolition!, and Construction
Site: Road Crew, Coming Through!—bring their playful rhyming text and
vibrant illustrations to another exciting tale of teamwork, sure to satisfy
construction fans everywhere.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, 785 words, Fall 2022

I MADE THE ANTS SOME UNDERPANTS
By Derick Wilder, Illustrated by K-Fai Steele

The simple appeal of Green Eggs and Ham
meets the universal relevance of Everyone Poops
in this gently hilarious book about one of the
funniest parts of human life: underpants! This
rhyming picture book follows one young boy’s
innovative—and often outrageous—attempts to
make underpants for all his friends, from ants
to dragons to piggy banks. Genuinely funny and
original, I Made the Ants Some Underpants is a
cheerful celebration of the everlasting humor of underpants—especially when
you aren’t wearing any.
Jacketed hardcover, $15.99, 241 x 267 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 400 words, Spring 2023
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WO R DS BY

Annie Barrows

THE RED TIN BOX

LIKE
By Annie Barrows, Illustrated by Leo Espinosa

P I C T U R E S BY

Leo Espinosa

Are you like a tin can? Not really. How about
a swimming pool? Sort of—like a swimming
pool, you are filled with water and chemicals
and dirt, but you don’t have people splashing
around inside you. In many ways, you’re like a
mushroom: You need air and water and food. But
mushrooms don’t have much to say. How about
excavators, hyenas . . . hey, wait a minute! You
know what you’re most like? Me!

Annie Barrows is the author of many books, including the Ivy + Bean series,
which has sold more than 6 million copies. Here her trademark understanding
of kid humor is combined with Leo Espinosa’s visual wit to create an
outlandishly fun list of compare-and-contrasts showcasing that as different as
people are, we are much more like each other than we are different.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 229 x 279 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 762 words, Fall 2022

By Matthew Burgess, Illustrated by Evan Turk

THE

D
TIN
BOX

On the morning of her eighth birthday, Maude
buries a secret at the foot of a flowering
dogwood—and inside, a tiny toy elephant, a
marble like a tiger’s eye, a bird’s nest with purple
string woven through the twigs, and more. A
special box. A gift, waiting for the right moment
to be opened. Matthew Burgess and Evan Turk
offer readers a moving and radiant story of the
relationship between a grandmother and granddaughter and the joy and
promise passed down between them.
By Matthew Burgess

RedTinBox_COV_SALES.indd 1

Illustrated by Ev Turk

1/26/22 4:06 PM

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 254 x 244 mm, 64 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 526 words, Spring 2023

WOVEN OF THE WORLD
By Katey Howes, Illustrated by Dinara Mirtalipova

As rhythmic as the swish of a loom and as
vibrant as a skein of brightly dyed wool, this
lyrical picture book shares the history and
practice of weaving through the centuries and
around the world, as imagined by a young
weaver learning her craft. At once a meditation
on ancestry and a celebration of a time-honored
art, this inspiring story gathers together the
threads of diverse cultures and fascinating
histories into a rich and radiant whole.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 216 x 279 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 5th color PMS, ages 5 to 8,
1,500 words, Fall 2022

THE MOON MOVED IN
By Sue Soltis & Sonia Sánchez

The house next door stood empty for so long, Stella
almost stopped wishing for a kid her age. When the
For Sale sign tipped over, the stars showed a passing
interest . . . then the Moon moved in. Soon Stella has a
new friend. But near and far, the people and creatures
of Earth miss the Moon, and Stella will, at last, have a
decision to make. Sue Soltis and Sonia Sánchez weave a
magic spell in this funny and gently mysterious story of solitude and friendship.

THE SOUND OF CHANGE
By Gloria Day, Illustrated by Nicole Xu

Inspired by the protests in the United States responding
to deadly acts of police brutality, this picture book
follows what change feels like and sounds like from
a child’s perspective—from rumblings of unrest to
hushed voices around the kitchen table to the sounds of
waiting, working together, and building a future of hope
and progress.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 229 mm, 32 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 500 words, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 229 x 279 mm, 52 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 681 words, Spring 2023
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OH NO, THE AUNTS ARE HERE

YENEBI’S DRIVE TO SCHOOL

By Adam Rex, Illustrated by Lian Cho

By Sendy Santamaria

Shhh, listen. Do you hear that?
Oh no. Oh dear. Oh . . . my . . . godmother.
They’ve traveled on planes, in taxis, and across
state lines. And now they’re here at the doorstep,
a cheesy gift in one hand, the other poised for a
pinch on the cheek.
IT’S THE AUNTS! THE AUNTS ARE HERE.
This hilarious, laugh-out-loud depiction of
one girl’s all-too-recognizable experience takes readers young and old on an
emotionally bombastic staycation that celebrates the universal and endearing
strangeness of our families.
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 229 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 700 words, Spring 2023

This vibrant story puts a whole new spin on
getting ready for school. Every morning, Yenebi
gets up at 5 o’clock. She brushes her teeth, gets
dressed, and joins her mother and sister in the
car. They spend the next two hours driving—
past tamale vendors, through traffic, and across
the border—all on their daily journey to the
girls’ school. Debut author-illustrator Sendy
Santamaria tells the story of one girl’s commute,
a commute Sendy herself made every day
growing up as an American citizen living in Mexico, taking readers on a trip to
school that many will recognize and others will see diverging from their own
routine in small ways that make a big difference.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 203 x 254 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 500 words, Spring 2023

HENRY, LIKE ALWAYS
By Jenn Bailey, Illustrated by Mika Song

Henry likes Classroom Ten. He likes how it is
always the same. But this week, Henry’s class
will have a parade, and a parade means having
Share Time on the wrong day. A parade means
playing instruments that are too loud. A parade
means this week is not like always.

YOU RULE
By Rilla Alexander

Join Henry in his first book of stories about
navigating friendships, classroom conundrums,
and the ups and downs of daily life as a sweet
and sensitive child on the autism spectrum. From
the creators of the award-winning picture book A Friend for Henry, this warmly
funny chapter book is a reassuring read for school-bound kids of all kinds.

How far can you go? How much do you know?
How long will it take? These are the impossible
questions every child has asked and every parent
has struggled to answer. Rilla Alexander brilliantly succeeds in measuring those immeasurables
and more. Combining her inveterate skills as an
obsessive list maker and a bold, out-of-the-box graphic sensibility, Rilla verbally
and visually quantifies and orders those often-elusive human qualities that resist
ready categorization and description. She’s created a wonderfully affirmative
and aspirational book of possibilities and exploration, a fantastic linguistic calibration/celebration of bravery, kindness, love, and so much more.

Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 152 x 203 mm, 52 pages, 2-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, 1,000 words, Spring 2023

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 279 x 229 mm, 36 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 420 words, Spring 2023

HEART STRING
Boyton-Hughes

By Brooke Boynton-Hughes

Through backyards and neighborhoods, over
mountains, and across oceans, there is something
that ties everyone together. Invisible yet
undeniable, it joins our hearts so that we are never
truly alone. Follow the thread of this reassuring
story to see how, even in a world as vast as ours,
there is always a bond that connects us to the ones
we love—and to the world we share.

Heart String

Through backyards and neighborhoods, over mountains, and
across oceans there is something
that ties everyone together.
Invisible yet undeniable, it joins
our hearts so that we are never
truly alone.
Follow the thread of this
reassuring story to see how,
even in a world as vast as
ours, there is always a bond
that connects us to the ones
we love–and to the world
we share.

$x x .x x U.S./£x x .x x U.K.

by
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Brooke Boyton-Hughes

Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 216 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color
illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 150 words, Fall 2022

UPCOMING! TINY T. REX AND THE GRAND TA-DA!
by Jonathan Stutzman, illustrated by Jay Fleck, will
publish in hardcover in Spring 2023.
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DIGESTION! THE MUSICAL

HOMELAND: MY FATHER DREAMS OF PALESTINE

By Adam Rex, Illustrated by Laura Park

By Hannah Moushabeck, Illustrated by Reem Madooh

From beloved duo Adam Rex and Laura Park
comes a genuinely educational, laugh-out-loud
Broadway musical about the epic adventure
through the human body, from bite to butt. That’s
right: This is the process of digestion, as told
through a musical with Candy (a piece of, well,
candy) in the role of the small-town kid who wants to make it big. Will she ever
achieve her dream of being . . . digested? This unconventional picture book
from the creators of Unstoppable is a comedic tour-de-force, conveying real,
useful information in the most hilarious, offbeat, and totally unexpected way
possible.
Jacketed hardcover, $16.99, 279 x 229 mm, 76 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 1,600 words, Fall 2022

THE TWELVE CATS OF CHRISTMAS
By Feather Flores, Illustrated by Carrie Liao

In this festive take on the classic “Twelve Days
of Christmas” song, there’s no better gift than
twelve affectionate and energetic cats! Whether
they’re celebrating the holiday season by chasing
ribbons, shredding paper, or cuddling by a warm
fireplace, these sweet and mischievous kitties
are as endearing as they are adorable. With
colorful, spirited illustrations by Disney story
artist Carrie Liao and a text that invites readers
to read it (or sing it!) aloud, this charming Christmas picture book makes the
purrfect holiday gift for cat lovers of all ages.
Jacketed hardcover, $15.99, 178 x 203 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, all ages, 800 words, Fall 2022

As bedtime approaches, three young girls eagerly await
the return of their father, who tells them stories of a
faraway homeland—Palestine. Through their father’s
memories, the Old City of Jerusalem comes to life:
the sounds of street vendors beating rhythms with
brass coffee cups, the smell of argileh drifting through
windows, and the sight of doves flapping their wings
toward home. These daughters of the diaspora feel love for a place they have
never been, a place they cannot go. But, as their father’s story comes to an end,
they know that through his memories, they will always return.
A Palestinian family celebrates the stories of their homeland in this moving
autobiographical picture book debut by Hannah Moushabeck. With heartfelt
illustrations by Reem Madooh, Homeland: My Father Dreams of Palestine
is a love letter to home, to family, and to the persisting hope of people, which
transcends borders.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 254 x 244 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 2,297 words
including backmatter, Spring 2023

DANCING HANDS
A Story of Friendship in Filipinx Sign
Language
By Joanna Que & Charina Marquez, Illustrated by
Fran Alvarez

Sam’s new neighbors’ hands make graceful
movements she doesn’t recognize. She watches
through the window and wonders what those
dancing hands and expressive faces are saying.
Soon Sam meets her new neighbor Mai. As
they get closer, Mai teaches Sam some Filipinx
sign language, and they share their passions
and dreams. This sweet and perceptive picture
book by authors Joanna Que and Charina Marquez tells the story of two
girls, one who speaks Filipinx sign language and one who doesn’t, learning to
communicate with each other. With playful illustrations by Fran Alvarez that
celebrate the beautiful movements of sign language, Dancing Hands conveys
the shy and fumbling experience of making a friend, learning to overcome
language barriers, and embracing the differences that make a friendship unique.
Includes backmatter celebrating sign languages around the world, as well as a
visual glossary of signs.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 203 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, ~2,000 words
including backmatter, Spring 2023. Filipino rights not available.
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Nonfiction

JO BRIGHT AND THE SEVEN BOTS
By Deborah Underwood, Illustrated by Meg Hunt

Snow White gets a STELLAR upgrade in this
futuristic, feminist retelling with a truly inventive
heroine! With wit, bravery, and plenty of spare
circuit boards, Jo will befriend a dragon, foil
the queen, and build herself a celestially happy
ending of her very own. From the team that
created the acclaimed Interstellar Cinderella
and Reading Beauty comes another funny and
empowering interstellar fairy tale—and another
clever princess who engineers her own happily-ever-after.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 241 x 267 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, Fall 2022

I LOVE YOU LIKE
By Lisa Swerling & Ralph Lazar

I
LOVE
YOU
LIKE
Lisa Swerling
&
Ralph Lazar

How do I love you? The comparisons are endless!
I love you like pizza loves cheese, like a sailor
loves a breeze, and like a lemon loves a squeeze.
And that’s just the beginning! From the bestselling
creators of Happiness Is . . . and Me Without You
comes an irresistible, heartfelt, and humorous
ode to love that will delight kids and adults every
day of the year. This poignant gift book makes a
memorable keepsake, just right for celebrating
any moment of affection, big or small.

Unjacketed hardcover, $9.95, 114 x 152 mm, 60 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, all ages, 300 words, Fall 2022

WHEN MOLLY ATE THE STARS
By Joyce Hesselberth

On a cold, clear night, Molly gazes up at the
bright stars above, which look good enough to
eat. If she could reach far enough . . . surely it
wouldn’t hurt to try just one. Soon Molly has
gobbled up each and every star, but meanwhile,
the night has grown cold and dark. Can Molly put
things right again? Luminous and dreamlike as a
falling star, this enchantingly illustrated picture
book is a modern fable that shares timeless
truths—how the consequences of our actions
affect those around us, how desire is not always
what it seems, and how generosity and friendship glow brightest of all.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 203 x 279 mm, 44 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 3 to 5, 300 words, Fall 2022
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Illustration by Katherine Roy from The Fire of Stars
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THE FIRE OF STARS
The Life and Brilliance of the Woman Who
Discovered What Stars Are Made Of

Nonfiction
A SHELL IS COZY

ell
A Shis Cozy
Dia

nna

Hutts Aston

Sylvia

Lon

g

By Dianna Hutts Aston, Illustrated by Sylvia Long

From the acclaimed duo Dianna Hutts Aston
and Sylvia Long comes this gorgeous look
at the fascinating world of shells. From land
snails to freshwater mussels and giant clams,
an incredible array of shells are showcased it
all their splendor. Poetic in voice and elegant
in design, this carefully researched book will
spark the imaginations of children in classroom
reading circles as well as those on a parent’s lap.

Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 229 x 279 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 1,500 words, Spring 2023

By Kirsten W. Larson, Illustrated by Katherine Roy

Astronomer and astrophysicist Cecilia Payne
was the first person to discover what burns at
the heart of stars. But she started out as a girl
burning with curiosity, chasing the thrilling
lightning bolt of discovery, hoping one day to unlock the mysteries of the
universe. With lyrical, evocative text by Kirsten W. Larson and extraordinary
illustrations by award-winning illustrator Katherine Roy, this moving biography
powerfully parallels the kindling of Cecilia Payne’s own curiosity and scientific
career with the process of a star’s birth, from mere possibility in an expanse of
space to an eventual, breathtaking explosion of light.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 279 x 229 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 3,200 words, Spring 2023

SEARCH FOR A GIANT SQUID
By Amy Seto Forrester & Andy Musser

Take a journey to the ocean’s twilight zone in
Search for a Giant Squid! An exciting mixture of
fiction and nonfiction, this choose-your-pathstyle story allows readers to take on the mantle
of a teuthologist looking for a giant squid in its
natural habitat. Once readers pick their
submersible, pilot, and dive site, the adventure
begins!
Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 191 x 229 mm, 96 pages, full-color illustrations
throughout, ages 6 to 9, 5,000 words, Spring 2023
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A RIVER OF DUST
How Wind-Borne Nutrients from North
Africa Nourish the Amazon Rainforest

OVER AND UNDER THE WAVES
By Kate Messner, Illustrated by Christopher Silas
Neal

By Jilanne Hoffmann, Illustrated by Eugenia Mello

Over the waves, the sea lions bark and seagulls
wheel and call. The bay is smooth and bright in the
sun. But under the waves, there’s a whole hidden
forest of whales and wolf eels, sardines and sea
bass, leopard sharks and luminous jellies—as well
as the waving kelp that shelters them all. Discover
the magical depths of the kelp forest and all the
fascinating creatures living just a paddle’s length
away—over and under the waves.

Over and Under the Rainforest meets This Is
How We Do It— in this book celebrating global
interconnectedness with an environmental lens,
at a time when we need it most.

Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 203 x 305 mm, 56 pages, full-color
illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 2,092 words, Fall 2022
E L I Z A B E T H PA R T R I D G E

“The truth was that the government we trusted,
the country we loved, the nation to which we pledged loyalty,

had betrayed us, had turned against us. Our natural human feelings of rage,

Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 279 x 229 mm, 48 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 2,841 words
including backmatter, Spring 2023

fear, and helplessness were turned inward and buried.”
—AMY IWASAKI MASS

By Michelle Markel, Illustrated by Barbara
McClintock

Quick! If you don’t move fast, you’re going to
miss him—there he goes—Randolph Caldecott,
future famous illustrator! His sketchbook is full
of hurly-burly: wild weather, frisky animals, and
people so sprightly they can barely hold onto the
pages. But in the 1850s, there are no children’s
books like that. Not yet. Many books are published, but their pictures look
stiff, full of pretty poses and cluttered scenery. No one has imagined how much
fun an illustrated book could be, because the future hero of children’s book
illustration is just a lad. Michelle Markel and Barbara McClintock tell the true
story of the groundbreaking artist whose name to this day honors the best of
picture books.

SEEN AND UNSEEN
What Dorothea Lange, Toyo Miyatake, and
Ansel Adams’s Photographs Reveal About
the Japanese American Incarceration
By Elizabeth Partridge and Lauren Tamaki

Three months after Japan attacked Pearl Harbor
in 1941, US President Franklin D. Roosevelt
ordered the incarceration of all Japanese and
Japanese Americans living on the West Coast.
Three photographers set out to document life at
Manzanar, an incarceration camp in the California desert: Dorothea Lange, Toyo Miyatake, and Ansel Adams. This remarkable
work of nonfiction weaves together photo documentation, firsthand accounts,
and stunning original art to examine the history, heartbreak, and injustice of
Japanese incarceration, as well as the lens through which we remember.
WHAT

TOMFOOLERY!
Randolph Caldecott and the Rambunctious
Coming-of-Age of Children’s Books

L AU R E N TA M A K I

PARTRIDGE/TAMAKI

The dust of the Sahel—a ribbon of land between the Sahara and the savanna—
lifts with the harmattan winds each winter season. But this is not just any dust.
This dust will travel thousands of miles westward, across the African continent
and the Atlantic Ocean, to reunite with its unforgotten home deep in the
Amazon basin. Told from the perspective of dust, A River of Dust takes readers
on a journey through vibrantly illustrated landscapes, celebrating the power and
wonder of Earth’s ecosystems and showing how these tiny particles are in fact
key to the health of our planet. Meticulously researched and lushly illustrated,
this picture book is a lyrical ode to global interconnectedness and the vital roles
that even the smallest play in taking care of our planet.

DOROTHEA LANGE, TOYO MIYATAKE,

AND

ANSEL ADAMS’S PHOTOGRAPHS

REVEAL ABOUT THE JAPANESE AMERICAN INCARCERATION

Jacketed hardcover, $21.99, 203 x 254 mm, 132 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 10 to 14, 5,000 words, Fall 2022

Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 241 x 267 mm, 40 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 2,621 words, Spring 2023
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Board Books for Babies and Toddlers

THE SNAIL
By Emily Hughes

Isamu Noguchi was a Japanese American artist
who gave light to the world. Being mixed-race,
Noguchi didn’t feel he fit in anywhere, and
conceived of himself as a snail, capable of
retreating into his creative shell when the world
wouldn’t embrace him. Through his art, the Snail
could shape, hold, and create light of his own.
Told with a lyrical energy that contrasts the light
and the dark in Noguchi’s life, this story will
connect with admirers of the natural world, art lovers, and anyone who knows
what it’s like to feel alone. Packed with emotion and encompassing personal
isolation, internment, and a reverence for nature, this book demonstrates the
power of art and history in the struggle for identity.
Unjacketed hardcover, $18.99, 241 x 279 mm, 88 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 8 to 12, 1,400 words, Fall 2022

ONLY THE BEST
The Exceptional Life and Fashion of Ann
Lowe
By Kate Messner and Margaret E. Powell,
Illustrated by Erin Robinson

A careful snip, a delicate fold. Fabric the color
of new petals. Skirts that flare like upside-down
blossoms. A garden bursts into bloom! There is
no “good enough.” For Ann, only the best will do.
Award-winning author Kate Messner, costume
historian Margaret E. Powell, and fashion
designer and illustrator Erin Robinson tell the
powerful story of the groundbreaking Ann Lowe,
who grew up in a small Alabama dress shop and became the first nationally
known African American fashion designer. Sought after by millionaires and
movie stars, her designs walked the red carpet and graced the wedding of
Senator John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline Bouvier. At a time when the world
around her thought African Americans deserved no more than second-class
treatment, Ann expects no less of herself, and no less for herself, than the best.
Jacketed hardcover, $18.99, 229 x 305 mm, 68 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 5 to 8, 3,736 words, Fall 2022
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Illustration by Lucy Knisley from You Are New
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Young Readers, Chapter Books, Middle Grade & YA

Board Books for Babies and Toddlers
YOU ARE NEW
By Lucy Knisley

A world of being new is waiting—exciting . . .
cool . . . and fascinating! Napping, crying,
cuddling, playing, making friends, exploring—such
a wealth of experiences await each new life. With
humor, honesty, and sweetness, award-winning
author-artist Lucy Knisley celebrates the joys of a
new baby and the timeless gifts of new beginnings.
Board book, $9.99, 178 x 171 mm, 42 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, all ages, 259 words, Spring 2023

LITTLE DUMPLINGS
By Jekka & Krissy Kuhlmann and Haley Hazell,
Illustrated by Manita Boonyong

We’re little dumplings! We’re found everywhere!
All the world’s cultures have dumplings to share.
From bao to samosas, empanadas to pierogi,
dumplings are a staple of cuisines around
the world. This sweet rhyming board book
introduces readers to traditional dumplings from
Africa, Asia, South America, and beyond! Four talented creators from a wide
array of cultural backgrounds team up in this fun and engaging celebration of
a food that every reader will find familiar and enticing. Little Dumplings is the
perfect book for anyone seeking to share a love of food and diverse culinary
traditions with the little ones in their lives.
Board book, $7.99, 178 x 178 mm, 24 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3, 250 words, Spring 2023
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GET UP, STAND UP
$16.99 U.S./£11.99 U.K.

Adapted by

CEDELLA MARLEY

Illustrated by
John Jay Cabuay

GET UP, STAND UP

UP, on the song by Bob Marley, Adapted by
G ET
Based
STA ND UP.

Cedella Marley, Illustrated by John Jay Cabuay

STAND UP FOR
YOUR RIGHTS.

Now in board book for the first time, Get Up,
Stand Up is an empowering adaptation of one
of Bob Marley’s most loved songs, bringing his
music to a new generation who can take heart
from his joyful call to action.

The music of Bob Marley has
inspired listeners from all over
the world with messages of
peace, love, and truth. In this
empowering adaptation of one
of his most loved songs, a new
generation can take heart from
his joyful call to action, which
shows that the way to counter
injustice is to lift others up with
kindness and courage.
Adapted by Cedella Marley,
Bob Marley’s eldest child, and
exuberantly illustrated by John
Jay Cabuay, Get Up, Stand Up
is a vibrant and encouraging
testament to the power we all
have to make a difference and
stand up for what’s right.

Adapted by Cedella Marley, Bob Marley’s eldest
child, and exuberantly illustrated by John Jay Cabuay, Get Up, Stand Up
is a vibrant and encouraging testament to the power we all have to make a
difference and stand up for what’s right.
1/5/22 3:43 PM

Board book, $7.99, 184 x 178 mm, 28 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, 700 words, Spring 2023
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Illustration by Sergio Ruzzier from Fox + Chick: Up & Down
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Young Readers, Chapter Books, Middle Grade & YA
AUDREY L & AUDREY W: TRUE CREATIVE
TALENTS
Book 2
By Carter Higgins, Illustrated by Jennifer K. Mann

This bighearted, laugh-out-loud chapter book
will resonate with any young reader who’s ever
felt overlooked, second best, or defined by an
initial. Audrey L and Audrey W were destined
to be friends. But when Room 19 switches
seating order, they are separated by a whole
classroom—and from where Audrey L’s sitting,
it looks like Audrey W is having a grand old
time with . . . Bettina! Can Audrey L welcome a
change in her newfound classroom best friend? Or is this the beginning of the
end? The second book in the Audrey L & Audrey W series, this all-too-authentic
story breathes great gusto into the joys and pitfalls of elementary school drama.
Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 140 x 184 mm, 176 pages, black-and-white illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, 18,600
words, Fall 2022

KILLER UNDERWEAR INVASION!
How to Spot Fake News, Disinformation &
Conspiracy Theories
By Elise Gravel

If I told you that peanuts gave you super
strength, unicorns were discovered on the moon,
and martians had invaded New Jersey, would you
believe me? I hope not, because none of that is
true! In this hilarious yet informative book, Elise
Gravel brings her kid-accessible wit and quirky
illustrations to the increasingly important subject
of media literacy, breaking down what fake news
is, why people spread it, and how to tell what is real from what isn’t. And that’s
the truth!
Unjacketed hardcover, $14.99, 184 x 235 mm, 104 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 8 to 12, 3,000 words,
Fall 2022

DOG & HAT AND THE LUNAR ECLIPSE PICNIC
Book 2
By Darin Shuler

The inseparable duo is back for another
adventure! Ant has a special dream: His Mama
Ant encourages him to visit the moon, to see
his ant cousins who live there. On the moon,
all wishes come true. Dog is eager to join
the adventure, but Hat is skeptical. Will Dog
convince Hat to take a leap into the unknown?
Dreams, jokes, and curiosities abound when
this daringly weird dynamic duo embark on a
wonderfully strange and funny adventure together—to make it to the moon
just in time to enjoy a picnic on the lunar eclipse itself! Is there anything more
magical than that?
Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 178 x 229 mm, 80 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, 3,000 words,
Spring 2023

CHARLIE & MOUSE ARE MAGIC
Book 6
By Laurel Snyder, Illustrated by Emily Hughes

Join Charlie and Mouse as they mix up a potion,
disappear, bring some animals to dinner, and
make some (but not all) wishes come true.
Charlie and Mouse are stirring up some magic!
Join the fun in these four short stories of two
irrepressible brothers—full of humor, imagination, and heart.
Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 178 x 203 mm, 48 pages, full-color
illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, 980 words, Fall 2022

FOX + CHICK: UP AND DOWN
Book 4
By Sergio Ruzzier

Using sly humor and companionable warmth,
Sergio Ruzzier deftly captures the adventures
of two seemingly opposite friends. Three
stories told in comic book–panel form will
entice emerging readers, while the luminous
watercolors and spare text will be equally
engaging for picture book audiences.
Jacketed hardcover, $14.99, 191 x 229 mm, 56 pages, full-color
illustrations throughout, ages 6 to 9, 1,000 words, Spring 2022
OPTIONED: Catalan, French, Italian, Korean, Spanish
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Activity & Special Formats

JORDAN J AND THE TRUTH ABOUT
JORDAN J
The Kids Under the Stairs
By K.A. Holt

In this third installment of K.A. Holt’s hilarious
and heartfelt Kids Under the Stairs series,
Jordan, a boy with ADHD and a passion for
choreography, takes center stage. Jordan is
smart and earnest, goofy and considerate—the
kind of boy that can’t help but speak his mind.
This year, Jordan begins to embrace his love
of dance, leading him to join the dance team
and eventually to try out for his favorite dance
television show. But as Jordan’s interests begin
to cross the social boundaries of what is typically expected of boys, he will
have to ask himself what he wants, who supports him, and who he has to
look up to. This latest addition to Holt’s novel-in-verse cycle is a funny, warm
tribute to friendship, school, and video games that celebrates different types of
intelligence and encourages even the most reluctant reader to embrace their
own unique self.
Jacketed hardcover, $17.99, 143 x 206 mm, 296 pages, ages 8 to 12, 35,000 words, Fall 2022

STAY CURIOUS AND KEEP EXPLORING
By Emily Calandrelli

A book of 50 experiments to explore the
wonders of science with the whole family, from
the host and co-executive producer of Netflix’s
Emily’s Wonder Lab and executive producer
of Xploration Outer Space. Emily Calandrelli,
MIT engineer and scientist, shares exhilarating
experiments for junior scientists and their lab
assistants, ranging from homemade ice cream
to disappearing ink. Using easy-to-find grocery
store items, each experiment includes the
science behind how it works, a Hypothesize section, vocabulary that helps
apply the STEM research to real life, and Try This! prompts with even more
ways to experiment, with your experiment. Grab your goggles and a family
member and get started!
Unjacketed hardcover, $22.95, 177 4/5 mm x 203 1/5 mm, 192 pp, 250 full color illustrations | 4-color throughout | Fall 2022
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Illustration by Michael Slack from Happy Little Pets: I Take Care of My Puppy
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Activity & Special Formats
CONSTRUCTION SITE GETS A FRIGHT!
A Halloween Lift-the-Flap Book
By Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by AG Ford

Happy Halloween, Construction Site! On a dark
and windy Halloween night, the trucks are
ready for bedtime. But with tricks and treats on
their minds, the familiar construction site starts
to seem a little . . . eerie! Lift the flaps to turn
spooky scares into silly surprises, as the trucks
are reassured that their site is safe and sound—and learn that laughing with
friends is the best way to make any fright night fun.
Cased board book with flaps and foil on cover, $12.99, 178 x 178 mm, 16 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, 250
words, ages 2 to 4, Fall 2022

CONSTRUCTION SITE: SPRING DELIGHT
An Easter Lift-the-Flap Book
By Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by AG Ford

Celebrate Easter with the construction crew
from the bestselling Goodnight, Goodnight,
Construction Site series! It’s a sunny day at the
construction site, and everywhere they look,
the trucks find signs of spring—and brand-new
friends. Lift the flaps to reveal baby animals,
blooming flowers, and a special Easter surprise. With bestselling author Sherri
Duskey Rinker’s lovable rhyming text and heartwarming illustrations by AG
Ford, this interactive springtime tale will bring smiles to big truck fans and their
families year after year.
Cased board book with flaps and foil on cover, $12.99, 178 x 178 mm, 16 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages
2 to 4, 232 words, Spring 2022

CRINKLE BELLS
By Jay Fleck

It’s Christmas Eve, and all the decorations are
settling down for bedtime–except for a pair of
noisy bells! Will these two tinkling ornaments be
too tired to welcome Christmas Day? Sing along
with this new holiday favorite set to the tune
of “Jingle Bells,” and touch the special material
on each page to make a crackly, crinkly sound
before wishing these bells a jolly goodnight and a very merry Christmas! This
delightfully festive board book will have even the most excited little ones ready
to settle down and get some rest before Christmas morning dawns.

HAPPY LITTLE PETS:
I TAKE CARE OF MY KITTEN
By Michael Slack

Let’s play with a kitten! This book from the
Happy Little Pets series introduces readers to
caring for a kitten. Give your kitten toys, feed
your kitten, and watch your kitten purr with the
help of durable pull tabs in this interactive board
book. For cat families or kids who want a kitten,
this playful book will show readers the joy of
caring for a first pet.
Novelty board book, $14.99, 165 x 165 mm, 16 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, 185 words, Fall 2022

HAPPY LITTLE PETS:
I TAKE CARE OF MY PUPPY
By Michael Slack

Let’s take care of a puppy! Discover the joy of
having a puppy with this interactive board book
that teaches little ones how to take care of a pet.
Feed puppy, brush its fur, and take it on a walk
around the block with the help of durable push
tabs. Learn to play with and show love to your
puppy with this book in the Happy Little Pets
series that will delight families with pets or young readers who want their own.
Novelty board book, $14.99, 165 x 165 mm, 16 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, 185 words, Fall 2022

WELCOME TO PRESCHOOL!
By Maria Carluccio

Build confidence around schooltime routines
with this interactive reading experience. At
preschool, there are songs to sing, toys to share,
and new things to learn! In this toylike board
book, readers move one character on every
spread as they engage with classic preschool
activities. Young kids will feel a confidence
boost with each action as they, too, become
empowered to move within this new space called
preschool.
Novelty board book with 5 movable characters, $16.99, 178 x 229 mm, 12 pages, full-color illustrations throughout,
ages 2 to 4, 60 words, Spring 2023

Board book with die-cut cover and crinkle paper treatment, $8.99, 152 x 152 mm, 10 pages, full-color illustrations
throughout, ages 0 to 3, 163 words, Fall 2022
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HELLO HUMMINGBIRDS

MADE WITH LOVE: PIZZA!

By Hannah Rogge, Illustrated by Emily Dove

By Lea Redmond, Illustrated by Flora Waycott

Zip from flower to flower with a pair of
hummingbirds! The youngest nature lovers will
adore this ingenious board book that stands up
to transform into a tree. Simply “fly” the two
hummingbird characters—attached to the board
book with ribbons—through the beautifully
illustrated pages to hover over flowers, sip sweet
nectar, and build a cozy nest for their eggs. Full
of playful and informative touches, this book is a
sweet introduction to these bright and irresistibly
appealing little birds.

Let’s make a pizza! Can you guess each ingredient as it’s added? Soon the pizza will be ready to
eat—overflowing with tasty toppings and piping
hot, fresh out of the oven! Artfully drizzled in Lea
Redmond’s fun-loving guessing game and topped
with mouthwatering illustrations from Flora
Waycott, this beautifully designed board book is
stacked with treats for hungry young readers. With each turn of the book’s thick
pages, discover a new topping that will make this “dish” even more delicious.
Celebrate a classic family tradition with this appetizing board book infused with
Lea Redmond’s signature sweetness.

Shaped board book with 2 die-cut pieces attached to ribbon markers,
$11.99, 127 x 229 mm, 14 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages
2 to 4, 185 words, Spring 2023

Novelty board book, $9.99, 127 mm diameter, 20 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3, 200 words, Fall 2022

THE TRAINBOW
By Nina Laden

BABY’S FIRST FLASH CARDS

Create a unique, personalized set of first flash
cards for baby, drawn with love by parents,
family, and friends! This set of draw-your-own
ABC flash cards, presented in a decorative
keepsake box, makes an unforgettable new baby
gift. Invite friends and family to draw their own
versions of classic first words, from airplane to
zebra, on beautifully embellished cards to create
a heartfelt, one-of-a-kind present that new families will treasure always.
Flash cards in shrink-wrapped box with bellyband, $18.99, 1127 x 178 mm, 30 cards (26 alphabet cards, 4 write-yourown cards), full-color illustrations throughout, all ages, Spring 2023

LITTLE WILD ANIMAL HUGS
By Hans Wilhelm, Illustrated by Wednesday
Kirwan

Little wild animal pals like to give hugs! And
with so many ways to mix and match their hugs,
there’s even more to love! Readers will delight
in turning the pages to pair up ten adorable wild
animals as they hug each other in this interactive
board book. Featuring die-cut pages that may be
read in any order, this playful book is just right
for reading aloud, making animal sounds, and celebrating the sweetness of hugs!
Novelty board book, $9.99, 165 x 165 mm, 12 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 2 to 4, 40 words, Fall 2022

Look what is coming down the track. It’s the
Trainbow! Nina Laden is the author-illustrator of
many books, including Peek-a Who?, which has
sold nearly 2 million copies and which Scholastic
Parent & Child magazine listed as “One of the
100 Greatest Books for Kids. In this die-cut book
she introduces the very youngest readers to all
the colors of the rainbow and all the excitement
of trains—a perfect combination for story time
and playtime. All aboard!
Novelty board book, $8.99, 203 x 178 mm, 12 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3, 120 words, Fall 2022

FRIENDSHIP CAROUSEL
By Suzy Ultman

Hop on board! Are you ready to ride? Part
board book, part toy, 100 percent delightful.
Suzy Ultman once again delivers endearing
illustrations in an imaginative format. Young
readers will open this book’s thick, chunky pages
to see humans and critters join together in an
enchanting display of camaraderie and affection.
Equal parts picturesque and playful, the carousel
format—tied with a ribbon closure—will
enhance the reading experience with irresistible
tactility. For parents and children alike, this is a
warm and inviting representation of friendship, community, and togetherness.
Novelty board book, $12.99, 102 x 140 mm, 18 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 0 to 3, 65 words, Fall 2022
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TARO GOMI’S COLOR & COUNTING FRIENDS
WOODEN PLAYSET

TOUCHWORDS: COLOR CARDS
Touch and Feel

By Taro Gomi

Illustrated by Rilla Alexander

Stack, learn, and play with colorful characters
created by beloved artist Taro Gomi! Ten sturdy
wooden figures are the perfect playmates for
babies and toddlers, who will delight in stacking
them, placing them in rows, and engaging in
free play. Just the right size for little hands, each
cheerful character sports a brightly colored
outfit and a number, ideal for boosting dexterity,
fine motor skills, and early learning concepts.
Offering countless ways to stack and arrange, this charming wooden playset
makes a perfect gift, sure to become a favorite of little ones and their families!
Wooden balancing playset in box tray, $19.99, 234 x 178 mm, 10 shaped wooden blocks, full-color, ages 2 and up,
Spring 2023. Japanese rights not available.

A unique and essential deck of cards to teach
a dazzling range of colors, explore words and
language, and inspire imagination! These ultrasturdy die-cut cards allow children to experience
both colors and words visually and tactilely. A
primary image on each card is accompanied by
a cluster of related words, providing the ideal
building blocks for open-ended conversation starters and encouraging children
to identify the many colors in the world around them. In addition, each card
displays, expanding an understanding of the richness of the color wheel.
Card deck in box with hinged lid, $14.99, 159 x 216 mm, 10 cards, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 18 months
and up, 170 words, Fall 2022

LITTLE EGGS CARD GAMES

JUST BETWEEN US: FATHER &
DAUGHTER
By Jonathan & Sofie Jacobs, With Meredith
Jacobs, Illustrated by Nate Padavick

The Just Between Us you know and love—now
for fathers and daughters! In this journal, coaua no-stress, no-rules journal
thor of Just Between Us: Mother & Daughter
Sofie Jacobs partners with her father, Jonathan
Jacobs, to offer advice and prompts for fathers
and daughters to express anything and everything. With sensitivity and thoughtfulness, this
interactive keepsake journal provides space
and encouragement for father-daughter conversations and has all the essentials to cultivate shared respect and deep understanding in one of life’s most important relationships. This eye-catching journal
is an ideal tool for initiating difficult and important conversations. Perfect for
fathers and daughters who are already close, it is also a shared resource for any
father-daughter pair looking to deepen their relationship!
father & daughter
by Jonathan & Sofie Jacobs
with Meredith Jacobs

JBUFatherDaughter_Cover_Round2Sketches.indd 6

1/26/22 4:30 PM

Illustrated by Olivia Chin Mueller

LittCalred GaEmegs gs

A deck of charming, egg-shaped playing cards
makes the sweetest springtime gift, ensuring
hours of matching and memory game fun!
Featuring warm and woodsy colors, 14 adorable
animal friends (Bunnies! Puppies! Ducklings!
Includes
3 classic games
And more!), and a beautiful box just the right
size for Easter baskets, this set of playing cards
will delight nature lovers of all ages. Four suits
of flowers in two seasonal colors (yellow and purple) make this beautiful deck
a great option for playing any classic card game, and instructions for three
favorite games—Go Fish, Crazy Eights, and Old Maid—are included.
LittleEggs_BOX_1G.indd 2

1/26/22 3:47 PM

Cards in box with lift-off lid, $12.99, 102 x 127 x 25 mm, 55 egg-shaped playing cards, full-color illustrations
throughout, ages 4 and up, Spring 2023

Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95, 165 x 222 mm, 144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, ages 10 and up, 5,481
words, Spring 2023
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Current Highlights:
CIRCLE UNDER BERRY by Carter Higgins
“[V]isually striking. . . carefully assembled. . . [and] inspired by an
Eric Carle aesthetic. . . Satisfying, engaging, and sure to entertain the
toddlers at whom it is aimed.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“[S]parkling and ingenious . . . will become a nursery staple. .
. . [Circle Under Berry] positively tingles.”—The Wall Street
Journal
“[D]rawing readers’ attention while achieving real grace as the items resolve into origamilike forms. . . Higgins offers seeds of conversations about naming and classification.”—
Publishers Weekly, starred review
Foreign sales: Chinese Simplified (Chronicle Bridge)

WHAT IS LOVE? by Mac Barnett, illustrated by Carson Ellis
“Young children and their families will enjoy the blend of silliness
and beauty in this memorable depiction of one boy’s quest to learn
more about love.”—School Library Journal, starred review
“This journey will inspire readers to consider the book’s central
question and come up with answers of their own.”—BookPage,
starred review
“Lovely and lyrical . . . The words and images work together to create layers of thought
and understanding, making [What Is Love?] rewarding to a wide range of readers.”—
Booklist, starred review
Foreign sales: Chinese Simplified (Hsinex), Dutch (Lannoo), French (Helium), French/North America (Scholastic Canada),
German (Weiss Books), Italian (Terre di Mezzo), Japanese (Shogakukan), Korean (Woongjin Think Big)

THE CALLERS by Kiah Thomas
“Fast-paced and richly imagined, The Callers follows young Quin,
the black sheep of a powerful family, as he struggles to absorb
uncomfortable truths about who has the right to magic, comfort,
resources, and safety. Beautifully told and engaging and just
thrilling. What a great story.”—Garret Weyr, Printz Honorwinning author
“Beautiful, big-hearted and so original-I fell in love with this
book.”—Amie Kaufman, New York Times-bestselling author of The World
Between Blinks and the Illuminae Files series
“Lush and dazzling, this enchanting fantasy whisks you away to an inventive world, full of
intrigue and adventure. The Callers is captivating to the very end.” —Rhiannon Williams,
Ampersand Prize-winning author of the Narroway Trilogy
Foreign sales: Australia & NZ (HarperCollins Australia)
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